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To, 

WIPO PCT Infoline team

Here is a legal question which must be routed to the attention of Mr. Daren Tang, Director General
of WIPO. 

While I attach six documents in this communication which gives the full background to this
communication, it is the listed 62 sale agreements in document A3, which are the subject of my
question to Mr. Daren Tang. I provide the description of six attachments at the end of this
communication. 

Question to Mr. Daren Tang: 

The worldwide fraud, breach of PCT, the Treaty is expected to be resolved by USPTO in the court of
law, and they are expected to execute the first sale agreement 'Srinivas - Hirshfeld agreement'. I
have challenges in bringing all 61 other country PTO'S, or 61 other country premiers, into the
court of law as defendants, to execute the 61 non-usa sale agreements listed in document A3. 

Since the subject is pertaining to 'Breach of PCT, the Treaty', would IB-WIPO if made a party to the
suit, since you administer the Treaty, be able to facilitate the execution of the non-usa 61 sale
agreements by having the WIPO member country delegate participation? 

I would like for your legal answer or advise to this question. This will be the largest ever IP rights
distribution and sale by the total sale value of the IP rights. I hope WIPO plays an important role in
facilitating the IP rights distribution. 

Do not hesitate to write to me if you have any questions. I also make myself available to get on a
telephonic meeting with you Mr. Tang, to discuss this subject. 

Let me know your response. 

The description of six documents attached:

A1 - Project Earthling - Reform 250 years too late: This is an introduction document to the
macro-economic reform and banking reform authored by me. I have a copyright issue on this
subject.

A2 - 18 applications details - Sale price ranges: This is the list of patent applications that
provide me the protection to my invention across 62 countries. And the sale price ranges given in
categories of conservative, conservative-realistic, realistic, aggressive, and exaggerated. Media
house support to get the pulse and opinion of Indian citizens (Hindus living in India) on the sale
price would be very interesting as there has been no Indian 'asset valuation' company to certify
my final price selection.

A3 - Right option for world - 62 sale agreements: This shows a flow chart which is the only
available option for the world to deal with the monstrous size of invention that patent US
8,910,998 is. And also lists the 62 sale agreements that are expected to be executed to finish the
distribution of IP rights for the invention to 62 countries.

A4 - My Living Will in Force - 93 Trillion Earthlings: Given the asset patent US 8,910,998 and
PCT/US2014/046619 in my name, I have executed and legalized a Living Will which is attached.
The second page is of great importance to the country India. I allocate 90% of the wealth for 'Goal
Year 2050'. The high-level allocations shall remain the same until year 2050.

A5 - Wealth Distribution in India according to my Living Will: In this document, I give the
actual numbers break-down and distribution of 93 Trillion wealth across India. The full distribution



of wealth is expected to happen over the 14 years.

A6 - USA Greed and Fire Scam which India must avoid: In this document, you will read about
how USA attempted to take the full wealth from my work to their country, which is the wrong
option which will be opposed by all 192 other countries. And it details the 'Fire scam' employed by
USA to block wealth coming to me, and India which might benefit Hindus living in India. I
technically, and with factual data have diffused the 'Fire Scam'. We will work on its research when
UN conducts a decisive voting about the subject and gives us a formal request.
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Inventor & Author
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